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Golla Harry.' Actually, Negroes were seldom mentioned by name in colonial newspapers except in notices concerning runaway slaves, and it is in the names contained in such notices that African linguistic influences and nominal patterns generally are most apparent. An examination of slaves' names appearing in the Gazette supplements the findings of Lorenzo Turner regarding the presence of a dual naming system among present-day Gullah Negroes.7 This system consists of an English or 'true name' and a more intimate but more widely used nickname, often of African origin. Turner expresses surprise that earlier writers on Gullah failed to note the existence of this system or the importance of African survivals in the nomenclature of the Gullahs. For field investigators this was a remarkable oversight, but it is even more remarkable in the face of evidence found in the Gazette of the tacit recognition by white owners of a dual naming system among Negro slaves in the eighteenth century. As a matter of convenience, owners usually gave their slaves simple names, but they were aware that the slaves themselves often retained or took an African name. Therefore, in advertising for runaways the owners were at pains to include both the 'proper' name (the name which the owner had prescribed) and the 'country name' (the African name which the runaway retained). In addition to the slave names based upon African nominal folkways, several other naming patterns are revealed in the advertisements for runaways in the Gazette. Slaves were frequently named for cities, particularly and not The first known effort to reproduce the Gullah dialect in print is an anecdote which appeared in the South Carolina State Gazette of September 25, I794,14 and, as has been stated previously in this paper, the first appearance of the word Gullah was in 1739. Thus, through the materials found in colonial newspapers it is possible to document the development of the Gullah dialect and, significantly for linguistic studies in general, to determine that this dialect developed within the period of roughly a century-the time between the first considerable importation of slaves from Africa in the late I69os and the first printed evidence of its existence. For students of American English and American folklore, a careful examination of colonial newspaper files is often rewarding.
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14. The State Gazette was the postrevolutionary successor of the South Carolina Gazette. The anecdote was transcribed and edited by John Bennett in 'Note on Gullah,' South Carolina Historical and Genealogical Magazine, L (i 949), 56-57.
